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Graham Perry F.C.I.Arb, has created a website for arbitrators and mediators.

Graham views it as a practice-oriented help and guide for working arbitrators on day-to-day issues that arise during a dispute.

There will be no legal cases reviewed or treatise on legal principles. As Graham says, drawing as he often does, on football analogies “This website is the most up-to-date VAR on dispute resolution issues. Where did the referee go wrong”?

The website is topical, daily and up and running – https://grahamperryondisputeresolution.com

Every morning carries a new problem to consider.

Topics include:

1. You are chair of a Tribunal and the two winger arbitrators are snarling at each other.
2. You are a winger arbitrator, but the Chair is not in control.
3. As mediator, you find yourself siding with the “nice party” against the “nasty party”
4. As mediator, you are having trouble moving the parties from “issues” to “solutions”